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ABSTRACT. A K-group G with identity e is said to be generated by the

K-space X if X is a subspace of G containing e, X algebraically generates

G, and the canonical morphism from the Graev free K-group over (X, e) on-

to G is a quotient morphism. An internal characterization of the topology of

such a group G is obtained, as well as a sufficient condition that a subgroup

H of G be generated by a subspace Y of H. Several illuminating examples

are provided.

0. Introduction. In recent years the category  K of compactly generated

spaces has received attention as being a very convenient setting for investigating

various algebraic-topological notions [7], [10], [11].  It is equally as good a set-

ting for topological-algebraic investigations, since such objects as free ^-modules

and tensor products of Ä'-modules can be constructed in the category  fC  In-

deed, a large part of classical homological algebra can be established in this set-

ting, relative to epimorphisms which admit sections [9]. This article contains an

abbreviated account of the construction of free ^-groups (see [4] for a com-

plete construction), together with a more extensive investigation of a generaliza-

tion of free /if-groups.  More specifically, this investigation concerns the notion

of a .rv-group which has the finest ^-group topology compatible with a given

subspace X which algebraically generates G. Although the finest AT-group topol-

ogy is initially obtained via a quotient morphism with domain a free K-gcowp,

an internal characterization is later provided, as well as a sufficient condition that

a subgroup H of G have the finest Af-group topology compatible with a sub-

space  Y of H.  In the case that G is free over X and  y is a kw-space, this

last result provides a generalization of theorems by Mack, Morris and Ordman

[5, Theorem 3] and Graev [3, Theorem 10].

1. Preliminaries. Let T denote the category of all topological spaces and

continuous functions. A continuous function r.C—*■ X with C compact (which

means T2) is called a test function for X.  Following McCord [7], we say a

subset A of a space X is compactly closed if f1(A) is closed in C for every

test function r.C—* X; a k-space is a space in which every compactly closed
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subset is closed; a space X satisfies the weak Hausdorff (t2) property if t(C)

is closed (and hence compact) in X for every test function t; a t2 fc-space is

compactly generated. (Note that T2 implies t2, and 12 implies 7\, with both

implications proper.) We call compactly generated spaces K-spaces, and denote

by K the full subcategory of T determined by the K-spaces. Note that a K-

space is the colimit (in T or K) of its compact subsets ordered by set inclusion.

(We shall always assume that our colimits are taken over directed indexing sets.)

By declaring all compactly closed subsets to be closed, we obtain a functor

k from topological spaces to fc-spaces which is adjoint to the forgetful functor,

and hence preserves products.  That is, the categorical product of ^-spaces X

and  Y is X x Y = k(X x t Y), where xf denotes the product in T.  Since any

topology finer than a t2 topology is also t2, this also defines the product in  f(.

There are many circumstances under which Xx Y ■ X xf Y; e.g., if X is lo-

cally compact, or if both X and  Y are first countable.

We denote by  K0 the category of pointed /f-spaces. (We do not insist

that our base-points be neighborhood deformation retracts, as in  §3 of [7].)

A K-group is a group in K; i.e., AT is a Zf-group if it is a TV-space and an

algebraic group such that the function (x, y) —* xy-1 : X x X —► X is continu-

ous.  A topological group need not be a T^-group, although if X is a r2  topo-

logical group, then kX is a /C-group.  Also, a K-gxoup need not be a topologi-

cal group, although locally compact and first countable ^-groups are topologi-

cal groups.  (In fact, we shall see in §2 that a K-group need not be uniformi-

zable.  See Example 1.)  Let (A) G denote the category of all (abelian) K-

groups and continuous group homomorphisms.

A k ¡¿-space is a space which is the colimit (in the category T) of an ex-

panding sequence of compact spaces.  Since a compact space is normal, the fol-

lowing lemma shows that a kw -space is T2.

Lemma 1.1. Let X be a space which is the colimit (in  T) of an expand-

ing sequence (J„)~_0 of closed normal subspaces.   Then X is normal.

Proof. We may use the proof of Theorem 5 of [3].

Now, by Lemma 9.2 of [10], we see that a k^-space is a T2 vY-space.

(Thus ¿^-spaces may be regarded as colimits in either T or  K of expanding se-

quences of compact spaces.)  Moreover, the product in K of two k^-spaces is

the usual topological product.  (This can be proved via an easy adaptation of the

proof of Lemma 2.1 of [8], or see [12].) Thus a ku-group is a topological

group.

Question 1. Which Zf-groups are topological groups; i.e., what is the inter-

section of the category of AT-groups and the category of T2 topological groups?
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2. Free /T-groups. We take as known the concepts of free topological group

due to A. A. Markov [6] and M. I. Graev [3].  By way of notation, FX (ZX)

will denote the Markov free (free abelian) topological group over the completely

regular space X, and F(X, xQ) (Z(X, xQ)) will denote the Graev free (free abe-

lian) topological group over the pointed completely regular space (X, x0).   Since

Graev free topological groups are independent of base-point, we may speak of the

Graev free topological group over X. If X is a kw-space, then so are FX, ZX,

F(X, x0), and Z(X, x0), for any x0 G X. (See [5]; the abelian case is also

proved in [12].)

The category of Af-groups bears many similarities to the category of topo-

logical groups, but results about AT-group topologies must often be obtained in a

different manner, since the standard uniform structure of a topological group is

not available.  We first indicate the construction of free AT-groups, and then use

free A%groups to obtain finest AT-group topologies.  This is in complete contrast

to the situation for topological groups, where the most economical way to con-

struct free objects is to take the supremum of a set of group topologies on an

algebraic free group.

Categorically speaking, free objects are determined via a coadjoint (i.e., left

adjoint) to a forgetful functor.  In the case at hand, we have forgetful functors

from the category G  (A) to  K and  K0, where the identity element of a K-

group is always taken as base-point.  The corresponding free objects are called

Markov and Graev free (free abelian) K-groups, respectively, in honor of their

topological counterparts. A specific construction of free Af-groups, inspired by

the work of McCord [7, §6], proceeds as follows.  (See [4] for a slightly differ-

ent, but much more detailed, approach.)

Let (X, x0) be a pointed A7-space, and let F(X, x0) be the algebraic free

group over the set underlying X- {x0}, identifying x0 with e, the identity of

F(X, x0). We let FnX denote the set of words in F(X, x0) of reduced length

less than or equal to ti, and topologize FnX as a quotient of the n-fold prod-

uct of AT x {-1, 1}.  Then each FnX (0 < n < °°) is a AT-space and is clçsed

in Fn+1X. We give F(X, x0) the colimit topology (in T). Then F(X, x0) is

a .K-group, and the canonical inclusion t?^: (X, x0) —»■ F(X, x0) is an embed-

ding onto a closed subspace.  It is easy to verify that FÇC, x0) satisfies the re-

quired universal property, and is hence the Graev free AT-group over (X, x0) (or

simply over X, if the base-point is unimportant).

Since AT-spaces may be T2 and not completely regular, AT-groups need not

be completely regular, and hence not topological groups.

Example 1. Let X be the set of real numbers with the topology generated

by the usual open intervals together with the set Q of rational numbers.  Then

AT is T2, but not regular, since the closed set / = X- Q cannot be separated
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from the point 1, say.  (See [2, Example 2, p. 141].)  Since X is first countable,

it is a T2 AT-space.  Hence the Graev free AT-group over X exists and is not a

topological group.

We note further that  Y = X/I is a AT-space [7, Proposition 2.5, p. 277]

which is not T2, by the preceding paragraph.  Hence the Graev free AT-group

over y is a AT-group which is not T2 (although, of course, it is t2 and hence

Ti)-

The following question, suggested by the preceding example, is related to

Question 1.

Question 2. Must uniformizable AT-groups be topological groups?

We may now obtain Z(X, xQ), the Graev free abelian AT-group over (X, x0),

either by taking F(X, x0) modulo its commutator subgroup (which can be shown

to be closed); or by using the specific construction of §6 of [7], on which the

construction of F(X, x0) is modeled; or by topologizing ZnX (the set of words

in Z(X, x0) of length less than or equal to 77) as a quotient of [X x {-1, l}f/Sn,

where Sn  is the symmetric group on n letters acting on [X x {-1, 1}]"  in the

canonical way.

It is now easy to see that, given any AT-space X, the Markov free AT-group

FX over X exists.  Indeed, if  {*} is a singleton AT-space with »ÍX, then

FX = F(X U {*}, *). An analogous statement holds for the abelian case.

We conclude this section by noting that a free AT-group is the colimit (in T

or  K or G!) of free ku-groups.  More specifically, let (X, x0) be a pointed AT-

space, and let  C be any family of compact subsets of X such that X = colimC.

(This colimit may be taken in T or  K; however, recall our convention that  C

must be directed.) We assume, without loss of generality, that x0 G C for every

CGC-  Since coadjoints preserve colimits, then F(X, x0) is isomorphic to the

colimit in G of the family  {F(C, x0)}, where the morphisms in the colimit dia-

gram are induced by the inclusions of one compact set into another.  The follow-

ing theorem provides an even more specific view of this isomorphism.

Theorem 2.1. In the context of the above paragraph, let (C) denote the

subgroup of F(X, x0) algebraically generated by C€ C.  Let <¡>c: F(C, x0) —*

F(X, x0) be the (unique) morphism in G induced by the inclusion C —> X.

Then each <C> is closed in F(X, x0), and hence is a K-group.  Furthermore, for

any subset A of F(X, x0), the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) A is closed.

(2) A n <C> is closed for all CGC.

(3) A n <pc(FnQ is closed for all CGC,n<EN= {0, 1, 2, • • •}.

This shows that for each C G C, <0 = F(C, x0); in particular, each (O is a kw-

group. Moreover, F(X, x0) = colim<C>, relative to the inclusion morphisms (in T,

K,or G).
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Proof. Let CGC. To show that <C> is closed, we must show that <C> n

FnX=<¡>c(FnC) is closed for all « G A. But FnC is compact. Thus <¡>c(FnC)

is compact, thus closed, and hence <C> is closed.

Now it is clear that (1 ) implies (2) and (2) implies (3).

We prove (3) implies (1). Assume A n <t>c(FnC) is closed for all CGC,

n EN. We must show A O FnX is closed for all 72. It suffices to show that

Bn = p-\A n FnX) is closed in (X x {-1, 1})", where pn: (X x {-1, 1})" —►

FnX is the quotient morphism. But since (X x {-1,1})" isa AT-space, Bn will

be closed if it intersects every compact subset in a closed set. It is clearly enough

to look at "rectangular" compact subsets, and we may as well assume the "sides"

of the rectangle are all the same, say C x {-1, 1} for some CE C (since C is

directed).  Now

Bn n (C x {-1, 1})" = /a-1 (A n FnX n <pc(FnC)) = tf(A n <Pc(FnQ),

which is closed.

The remainder of the theorem follows at once.

We remark that analagous results may be obtained by replacing F(X, x0)

by FX, Z(X, x0), or ZX.

3. AT-groups generated by AT-spaces. With free AT-groups now at our dis-

posal, we can obtain "finest" AT-group topologies.  However, we first establish

some notation important in the remainder of this section. We will always use G

to denote a AT-group with topology t.  For any subset X of G, let <X) denote

the subgroup of G (with the subspace topology) algebraically generated by X.

If X is a AT-space and contains e, we denote by 0 = <px: F(X, e) —► G the

(unique) morphism in G induced by the inclusion X —► G. (The condition that

e E X is not necessary, since we could always adjoin e to X; however, it is

more convenient to work with Graev free AT-groups than Markov free AT-groups.)

We set Xn = <t>(FnX) for all n E N. Note that <X) = G if and only if 0 is

surjective.  If CD = G, we denote by t  the topology on G induced by declar-

ing <t> to be a quotient morphism. Then rC/ and t'\X = t\X.

We assume now that X is a AT-space, that e E X, and that <J> = G.

Lemma 3.1. The topology t  isa K-group topology on G.

Proof. The topology r isa fc-topology, since <¡> is a quotient morphism;

it is f2, since rCr' and t is r2; and it is a AT-group topology, since the prod-

uct of two quotient morphisms (in K) is again a quotient morphism.

Theorem 3.2.  The topology t   is the finest K-group topology on G

compatible with the topology of X.
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Proof. If r" is a AT-group topology on G with t"\X = t\X, then the in-

clusion j'.X —► (G, t") is continuous. Hence / extends to a (unique) morphism

/' : F(X, e) —*■ (G, r") in G. But Ker(/') = Ker(0). Hence there exists a unique

morphism 0:(G, t) —► (G, r") in G such that 00 = /". That is, t" C t'.

Example 2.  It can be the case that r   is strictly finer than r.  For exam-

ple, let G denote the multiplicative group of positive rational numbers, with t

the usual topology.  Then G is first countable, and hence a AT-group.   Let X =

{p\p is a prime} U {1}. Then (X) = G; and X is discrete, hence a AT-space.

Thus F(X, 1) is discrete, and hence the topology t   induced on G by 0 is al-

so discrete.  But r is not discrete, and thus t   is strictly finer than r.

It seems appropriate to single out those AT-groups G for which r = T.

Thus we say a AT-group G is generated by the AT-space X if

(1) X is (homeomorphic to) a subspace of G containing e,

(2) <X) = G, and

(3) the inclusion X —* G induces a quotient morphism F(X, e) —► G.

As shown by Example 2, conditions (1) and (2) may be satisfied without con-

dition (3). We note the two natural extremes illustrated by

(a) F(X, x0) is generated by X for any pointed AT-space (X, x0), and

(b) G is generated by G for any AT-group G.

Recalling the original definition of the topology on a Graev free AT-group, we

might ask if there is not a similar "internal" characterization of the topology on

a AT-group G generated by the AT-space X. An affirmative answer is obtained by

carrying down the structure from F(X, e); i.e., by replacing FnX by Xn =

<p(FnX).  The expected mapping property is obtained, as well.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a K-group with topology t, and let X be a sub-

space of G such that X is a K-space, e EX, and <X) = G.   Then the follow-

ing conditions are equivalent.

(\)G is generated by X.

(2) G = colimZ„ (in T or K).

(3) If H is a K-group and if f:G —► H is an algebraic homomorphism,

then f is continuous if and only if f\X is continuous.

Proof. (1) =*• (2): It is obvious that if A C G is closed, then A n Xn is

closed in Xn for each n EN. Conversely, let A CG and suppose A Q Xn is

closed in Xn  for each 77.  Then 0_1(4 n Xn) = 0-1(4) n 0_1(Ar„) is closed

in <p~l(Xn) for each n.  Since FnX is closed and FnX C <p~1(Xn), then

(¡T1(A)nFnX is closed for each 77.  Hence 0-1(4) is closed in F(X, e).  Since

0 is a quotient morphism, then A  is closed.

(2) =* (3): Let H be a AT-group and f:G —* H an algebraic homomor-
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phism.  Certainly, if / is continuous, then f\X is continuous.  Conversely, sup-

pose f\X is continuous.  It suffices to show that f\Xn is continuous for each 77.

For z E X~l, we have f(z) = f(z~x)~l. Since z~l G X and inversion is con-

tinuous in H, f\X~x  is also continuous.  Thus f\X^  is continuous.  Now for

z E Xn,-we may write z - xxx2- ■ -xn, with xlf x2, • • -, xn E Xl.  Then

f(z) =/(Xj)/(x2)- • f(xn).  Since multiplication in H is continuous, f\Xn is

continuous.

(3) ■» (1): Let t  be the topology on G induced by 0. Then rCr'

and t'\X= t\X.  Hence the identity homomorphism from (G, t) to (G, 7') is

continuous.  But this means 7' C r.  Hence t = r', and thus G is generated by X

Remark 3.4. Note that X, and hence Xn for any nEN, need not be

closed.  For example, let G be the additive group of real numbers with the usu-

al topology, and let X= [0, 1[. Then Xn = ]-n, n[ for 77 > 0.  Condition

(2) of Theorem 3.3 is clearly satisfied.  (This example, with X = ]0, 1[, appears

in the first remark of [5].)

Remark 3.5. The situation dealt with in the above theorem is slightly

more involved than the construction of Graev free iV-groups.   For let G be an

arbitrary algebraic group, let X be a subset of G with eE X and (X) = G,

and suppose X is endowed with a AT-topology tx. Condition (2) of Theorem

3.3 provides an internal way of constructing the finest AT-group topology on G

compatible with tx, provided that there is at least one AT-group topology r on

G compatible with tx.  In the absence of this proviso, the topology r' ob-

tained on G as a quotient of F(X, e) (i.e., by imitating the construction at the

beginning of §2) will be a fc-group topology, but not necessarily a AT-group to-

pology; moreover, t'\X may be strictly coarser than tx.

Example 3. Let Z denote the additive group of integers.  Let X be the

nonnegative integers with the following topology: give the positive integers the

discrete topology, and adjoin 0 as a point at infinity.  Then X is compact, hence

a 7\T-space. Take G — Z.

For ease of notation, we will topologize G via the quotient morphism

i]j: Z(X, 0) -* G.  (Recall that Z(X, 0) is a quotient of F(X, 0).) Note that

Z(X, 0) is a AT-group and a topological group (since X is compact), and thus

G is a fc-group and a topological group.  Moreover, G is quasi-compact, since

tK-Xj) = G, and Xt  is compact.  But G is not T2, since by Corollary 2 of

[1], the only locally compact group topology on Z is the discrete topology.

To determine the topology on G, we must be more explicit regarding

Z(X, 0). We write words in Z(X, 0) as finite formal sums elal © • • • © e„a„,

where al,- ■ ;a„EX and e,- = ±1 (1 </ < 72).  Thus \p(elal © • • • © enan) =

C|«i + • • • + enan E G.    For   p E G, with p >0, consider the sequence
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p = ((77 + p) © (-72))™_ 0. The sequence (77) converges to 0 in X, and hence

(77 + p) and (-72) converge to 0. Thus, by the continuity of addition in Z(X, 0),

p converges to 0.  But \¡i(p) is the constant sequence (p).  Since y¡i is continu-

ous, Op) converges to 0 in G. A similar argument shows that for p EG with

p < 0, the constant sequence (p) converges to 0 in G. Hence the closure of

{0} in G is all of G. That is, G is indiscrete.

Remark 3.6. As a continuation of the above remark, we compare our no-

tion of "generated by" with Markov's "primary strict realization" of a completely

regular space [6, §7]. Translating Markov's notion into the category K0, we

have the following: Let (X, x0) be a pointed AT-space, let R be an equivalence

relation on X, let G be a AT-group, and let d:X —* G be a morphism in  K0

(i.e., 0(xo) = e). The pair (0, G) is a strict realization of (X, R) if

(1) <0(X)) = G, and

(2) (x, y)ER implies d(x) = 6(y).

The strict realization (d, G) is primary if

(3) it is universal with respect to strict realizations; i.e., if (\jj, H) is a strict

realization of (X, R), then there exists a unique morphism 1// :G —► H in G such

that \j¡6 = \¡/.

A primary strict realization of (X, R) is obtained by taking F(X, e) mod-

ulo the smallest closed congruence containing the canonical image of R. (This

is essentially Lemma 50 of [6].)

Suppose G is a AT-group, AT is a subspace of G which is a AT-space, e EX,

(X) = G, and R is the restriction to X xX of the kernel relation of G. Then

(2, G), where i:X —*■ G is inclusion, is a primary strict realization of (X, R) if

and only if G is generated by X.

If however, we take X as in Example 3, with R the restriction to X x X

of the kernel relation induced by addition, then the primary strict realization of

(X, R) is a one element group.

The following nice property of a A"-group G generated by the AT-space X

may be easily proved by adapting the proof of Lemma 9.3 of [10].

Proposition 3.7. If G isa K-group generated by the K-space X, and if

C is a compact subset of G, then there exists n EN such that C C Xn.

By Theorem 2.1 we know that a Graev free AT-group is the colimit of sub-

groups which are kw-groups. In general, we can not expect such nice behavior,

as Example 4 below will show.  However, we do have the following result.

Proposition 3.8. Let G be a K-group generated by the K-space X, let

C be a family of compact subsets of X containing e such that X = colim C,

and suppose each <0 is a K-group.   (This is the case, for example, if each <C>
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is closed in G.)  Then G = colim<C>, relative to the inclusion morphisms.   (This

colimit may be taken in T, K, or G.)

Proof. Simply use the canonical morphisms F(C, e) —► <C> and F(X, e) —►

G, together with the fact that F(X, e) = colimF(C, e).

Example 4. In the context of Proposition 3.8, it is in general false that

each (O must be a /cw-group.  For consider again Example 2. The AT-group G

is generated by the AT-space G.  Now let C be any compact subset of G con-

taining 1.  If <C> is a kw-group, then it is locally compact, since a first counta-

ble fcw-space is locally compact.  But G is algebraically a free abelian group;

hence <C> is also.  Thus by Dudley's result [1, Corollary 2], (C> is discrete.  Now

if G were the colimit of a family of (O's (relative to the inclusion morphisms)

as it would be by Proposition 3.8 if each (O were a k^-group, then G would

be discrete, which is false.

Indeed, this shows that G is not a colimit of any family of subgroups

which are kw-groups. [This example is a modification of an example due to

E. T. Ordman communicated to the author by the referee.]

Question 3. Which AT-groups are colimits of some family of subgroups (re-

lative to inclusion morphisms) which are kw -groups? Example 4 shows that not

all AT-groups are. What about locally compact groups?

If G is generated by X, we might ask when a subspace  Y of G gener-

ates <y>. The following theorem gives some guidelines.

Theorem 3.9. Let G be a K-group generated by the K-space X.  Let   Y

be a subspace of G such that  Y is a K-space, e E Y, and  Ym  is closed in G

for all m EN.  If for each nEN there exists m EN such that (Y) n Xn C

Ym, then  Y generates  (Y) and (Y) is closed in G.

Proof. Suppose A C <y> and AC\Ym is closed for all m EN. Let

nEN, and let m EN be such that (Y) nXnCYm. Then

A n x„ = A n <y> n xn = A n <y> n x„ n Ym = A n Ym n x„.

Since A n Ym is closed, A n Xn is closed in Xn.  Hence A is closed in G,

and also in (Y).

Taking A — (Y), we see that (Y) is closed. Taking A to be arbitrary, we

see that  Y generates <y>.

In practice, the criterion that each Ym should be closed may be difficult

to verify. However, it is automatically satisfied if Y is compact. Nevertheless,

the following example shows that even if y is a compact subset of X, Y may

fail to generate (Y) and (Y) may fail to be closed.

Example 5. Let G be the additive group of real numbers with the usual
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topology, and let X = [0, 1[.  As noted earlier, then G is generated by X, with

Xn = ]-72, n[ for each 72 > 0.  Let  Y = {\lp\p is a prime} U {0}. Then Y is

a compact subset of X, and  Ym  is compact, hence closed in G, for all m EN.

However, since the sum 2 \lp diverges, every real number is in the closure of

<y>. Thus <y> is dense in G, and, of course, not closed.  Another consequence

of the density is that (Y) n J-tt, t2[ cannot be contained in Ym  for any m.

We also see that (Y) is not generated by  Y; for if it were, then it would be a

k^-group, hence locally compact (since it is first countable), hence closed.

4. Free AT-groups revisited. In case G = F(X, e), we use Theorem 2.1 to

obtain a generalization of Theorem 3 of [5].

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a K-group generated by the K-space X, and sup-

pose G = F(X, e).  Let C be any family of compact subsets of X containing e

such that X = colim C  Let Y be a subspace of G containing e which is a K-

space, and let V be any family of compact subsets of Y containing e such

that Y = colim V.   Consider the following conditions:

(1) <y> is generated by  Y and (.Y) is closed in G;

(2) for each CEC and nEN, there exist DE~Q and m EN such that

(Y)DC„CDm.
Then (2) implies (1). In particular, if (2) holds and (Y) is algebraically free

over Y - {e} (e.g., if Y C X), then (Y) = F(Y, e), and thus Y is closed in G.

Conversely, if the family V is countable, then (1) implies (2).

Proof. We first prove that (2) implies (1).  Suppose A C (Y) and A n

Ym is closed in  Ym for all m EN. We wish to show that A is closed in G.

By condition (3) of Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to show that A C\ Cn is closed

for all CEC, nEN. (Recall that Cn = <t>c(FnC), where (¡>C:F(C, e) -* F(X, e)

is induced by the inclusion C —*■ X.) Let CEC and 77 G N be fixed, and let

D E V and m G A be such that (Y) DC„CDm. Then

A n c„ = A n <y> n c„ = A n <y> n cn n Dm = A n Dm n c„.

Since A n Ym is closed in  Ym, A O Dm is closed, and hence A C\ Cn is

closed.  Thus A is closed. Taking A = (Y), we see that (Y) is closed.  Taking

A to be arbitrary, we see that  Y generates (Y).

The "in particular" conclusion of the theorem follows immediately.  (If

y C X, then (Y) ncn = (Yn 0„.)

Suppose now that (1) holds and that V is countable, say V = {/7m}^_0.

We may assume that D0 = {e}, and that the sequence is increasing. Thus  Y is

a ku-space.  Hence, by the proof of Theorem 2 of [5], the topology of {Y) is

determined by the family (Dm)m = <pD   (Fm(Dm)). Now for any CEC and
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72 G A, <y> r\C„ is a compact subset of (Y).  Hence (Y) flC„C (Dm)m for

some m EN, by Lemma 9.3 of [10]; i.e., (2) holds.

Remark 4.2. The last assertion of the above theorem provides a converse

to Theorem 3 of [5]; together they generalize Theorem 10 of [3] (which is in-

completely cited as Corollary 2 of [5]), a theorem about subgroups of free topo-

logical groups.

Question 4. In Theorem 4.1, does (1) imply (2) without the condition

that V be countable?
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